
 

 

Glacier Park Gabbing With Gaston Live Aug. 31 
 
Shelly Gaston: 

Good evening families, welcome to our first ever version of virtual “Gabbing with Gaston.” I wanted to 
start off this evening by sharing with you our commitment to you. And, for those of you who've been at 
Glacier Park for some time you've probably seen our mantra on the back of our staff T-shirts, and you 
might've seen this poster in my office, and it says “Together we will engage and empower every 
student.” And that is a goal that we set when we first became a staff together in the fall of 2017, and 
that commitment is going to continue whether we're in virtual, remote learning, or if we're in real in-
person learning. 

Shelly Gaston: 

And so what does that mean, that we're going to engage and empower every student? For us, that 
means that through a shared commitment with all of our stakeholders, including you, that students at 
all levels are challenged and supported school, school and classroom cultures are positive and 
supportive, and learning has balance and engages the heart, mind, and body. 

Shelly Gaston: 

Before March 13th, engaging and empowering every student looked much like the pictures that you see 
here on my screen. We had pep assemblies, we had live, in-person instruction, we had teachers who 
found meaningful ways to engage their students in their classrooms, in both academic and nonacademic 
areas. And while we of course want nothing more than to be able to say that this pandemic is over and 
bring our kids back together, we've realized that we have to embrace what we have, and we need to let 
go of the pain and the mourning that we have for what we want, and to move forward to make this year 
as successful as possible for our kiddos. 

Shelly Gaston: 

And I did a lot of reflecting this summer and I came across this quote by Socrates, and he says, "The 
secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but on building the new." And that 
really spoke to me because it's exactly what we're asking of our staff, it's exactly what we're asking of 
you as parents, and it's exactly what we're asking of our students. To change our focus from mourning 
what we've lost, to embracing how we can make the best of what we have now. 

Shelly Gaston: 

So this is still our commitment to you. We are still going to continue to engage and empower every 
student. Our back of our staff shirts this year, we've added that we will do it virtually anywhere, and the 
reason that we will be doing it virtually anywhere is because we know that our Glacier Park Polar Bears 
can learn virtually anywhere. 

Shelly Gaston: 

So tomorrow morning we begin the 2020-2021 school year for our first through fifth grade students. We 
are starting the very first week district-wide in what we are calling a “Start with the Heart.” And the 
purpose of our Start with the Heart is really to focus our energy on fostering and maintaining a positive 
school and classroom community. And we want to work on those relationships, helping students 
understand our expectations and our procedures. 



 

 

Shelly Gaston: 

We have two school-wide events this week. Hopefully you all received your emails last week about 
tomorrow's 9:00 a.m. virtual Move-Up Day. If you didn't, please email me as soon as possible so that I 
can send you those links out again. And that'll be for about 15 minutes just so last year's teachers can 
say goodbye and give our students a proper send off to the next grade like we would have done in the 
spring had we been together in person. 

Shelly Gaston: 

And then on Thursday we will be having our first virtual Open House/Curriculum Night. Parents are 
invited to get on the zoom link that will be sent out next Wednesday and you'll start with your entire 
grade level, so all the teachers at your child's grade level, they'll do a very, very brief presentation, or 
that could involve just introducing themselves to you, and then an opportunity for you to ask questions. 
And those are the questions for our teachers would be really around the kinds of things that kiddos 
would be learning this year, some of the activities that they might have planned, and then of course if 
you have any bigger questions about system procedures, technology issues, those you can just send 
directly to me. 

Shelly Gaston: 

All right. And then this week the classroom activities that your students will be engaged in will not be 
highly academic. In fact, there will be very little teaching of academics this week. So our goal is to, as I 
said, to make those connections and prepare our students for learning, So there will be connection 
activities such as the types of things we would always do the first week of school, get-to-know-you type 
activities. 

Shelly Gaston: 

Teachers will also be scheduling individual check-ins with families so that they can make sure that you 
are ready to go, that you don't have any questions, you don't have any technology needs, etc. And then 
there will be some intentional instruction around routines and expectations that the teachers will do. 

Shelly Gaston: 

All right. So once this week is over we'll move into our more regular schedule so to speak, the second 
week. And as you can see here on my screen every morning at 9:00 we want our students to sign in and 
get on to their first class meeting. The teacher will go over some expectations for the day, just welcome 
them, again just all those things that we would normally do. We do of course recognize that there are 
families who aren't going to be able to do that, and if that's your family situation please just contact 
your child's teacher, let them know, and see what they can do to support you with that. 

Shelly Gaston: 

We will be eventually providing videos of lessons, and more information is going to come from the 
district on that. We obviously have privacy laws, etcetera, and so we have to make sure that our 
teachers are fully trained and have those protocols in place before we start the video pieces, okay? 

Shelly Gaston: 

All right. So the next part of our evening will be focused around questions and answers, and a couple 
that have just come so frequently I thought let's just put them in the beginning before we let families go 



 

 

to the chat to add questions. So the first one is: Will we ever go back to school in person this year? Of 
course I personally would want that as soon as humanly possible, but we'll be having to wait for 
guidance from our health officials on that. 

Shelly Gaston: 

Another big question that lots of parents have been asking is around how we'll be taking attendance this 
year? So at the elementary level, absences are recorded in Skyward by the teacher each day for the day 
prior. So a student is considered present if there is any evidence of student participation in remote 
learning. This may include such things as daily logins to Seesaw or Google Classroom, daily interactions 
with the teacher, or evidence of participation in the task or assignment, or of course joining one of the 
live lessons that the teacher provides. So it's not an all or nothing. Luckily for us we do not have to mark 
a student absent for a partial day. So as long as we have some contact with them on a day, then they will 
be considered present. 

Shelly Gaston: 

All right. And then another question that lots of people have been asking about is school supplies. I tried 
to address that in several emails, but I know that you are inundated with emails right now. But basically 
starting this Thursday, and every two weeks after that, we'll have supply pick-ups. You'll just pull into 
the parking lot, there will be signage telling you where to go, and then if you check those emails or our 
website you can find the times for those supply pick-ups. 

Shelly Gaston: 

All right. Now at this point I'm going to ask that if you have questions, if you could go ahead and put 
those into the chat, Mr. Hood and Mrs. Hood and Mrs. Silvers and Mrs. Anderson will be monitoring the 
chat, they might be answering directly into there, and then I'm going to ask them to share out some 
common questions that we think would be super important for the whole group to hear. If we don't 
have enough time to get to all of the questions I will be able to go through the chat at the end of our 
evening and begin to answer those, and then I can send you those responses in an email. 

Shelly Gaston: 

All right. Thank you so much for coming, and thank you for sharing your children with us this year. Again, 
I promise that our commitment is to continue to engage and empower every student, virtually 
anywhere. Have a good night. 

 


